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Abstract. In this work, we compare various features that can be used
for detecting speaker roles in project-oriented and naturally occurring
meetings (such as in the AMI and ICSI meetings corpora). In particular,
we analyze how much the knowledge of social networks present in a
meeting along with textual information is helpful to detect the speaker
roles. Our results show that social network analysis measures and lexical
features are both useful for speaker role detection in meetings and their
combination results in the best performance.

1 Introduction

Meetings are part of everyone’s day to day life. Usually, minutes are taken to
record what took place during a meeting. However, this can be avoided by record-
ing the meetings and then later allowing navigation through the content of meet-
ing. Previous work has shown that, due to the serial nature of speech, navigation
of such data is difficult, and structural information is useful for easier navigation.

Users can benefit from higher level structural information, such as who lead
the discussion, who implemented the decisions, etc. Identification of speaker roles
can be helpful in providing such high level information about meetings. Once
the speaker roles are identified, decisions and action items can be identified and
summarization of whole content can be done. Previous work on speaker role de-
tection either mainly focused on using interaction patterns or lexical information
for broadcast news or conversations. In this work, we investigate the use of lexi-
cal and social network features and their combination for speaker role detection
in meetings.

Social network is a graph whose nodes are the individuals that are taking
part in a social event like meeting in our case and whose edges represent the
relationships between the individuals. For example, in case of meetings, edges
exist between two nodes if the individuals representing those nodes interact
with each other. Social network analysis has been widely used in various fields to
examine how organizations interact with each other. By visualizing the meetings
also by a social network we can extract information about speaker roles hidden



in the way people interact with each other. In this work we construct social
network by looking at speaker turns and adjacency pair annotation and then
define centrality measures for extracting information from a social network.

For extracting lexical features we look at all the words spoken by a speaker
in one meeting. We use a multi-class classification based approach to estimate
speaker roles. For the scenario based meetings in AMI Corpus, we identify the
roles of Project Manager, Marketing Expert, User Interface and Industrial De-
signer For the natural meetings involving discussions about ongoing projects in
ICSI Corpus we identify the roles of Advisor, Student, Staff and Guest.

In the next section we discuss the related work that has been done for de-
tecting speaker roles in meetings and in broadcast news. Then in Section 3
we describe the corpora and the speaker roles that we assigned to the speakers
participating in the meetings. Then we describe our approach and features we
used to detect the roles in section 4. After that we present our experiments and
discuss the results obtained in section 5.

2 Related Work

The previous work on speaker role detection mainly concentrated on identify-
ing roles in broadcast news. Barzilay et al. [1] focused on identifying 3 roles:
Anchorman: the speaker responsible for reading news, introducing reports from
journalists and announcing upcoming events,Journalist: professional speaker in
some remote location where a story is taking place, often interviews guests, and
Guest: non-professional speaker, speaking from a subjective point of view. The
speaker roles have been detected by using information contained in the text.
Features like word n-grams, explicit speaker introductions, duration features
and features from surrounding context have been used as an input to BoosTex-
ter [2]. Accuracy of 80% is achieved and results are not substantially lower on
ASR text.

Liu [3] also detected these three roles in Mandarin broadcast news with a
similar accuracy, using a maximum entropy classifier with features like word
n-grams. She has also used contextual role information as a feature.

On the other hand, Vinciarelli [4] used interaction patterns and information
from social network analysis to detect speaker roles from Swiss radio broadcast
news, and worked on identifying the following 6 roles: Anchorman (the speaker
coordinating the bulletin), Secondary Anchorman (the speaker that supports
anchorman by announcing new topics), Guest (speakers invited to report to talk
about a single and specific topic), Interview Participant (speakers who are in-
volved in an interview where two or more persons interact with each other),
Abstract (speakers that appear at the beginning of bulletin to provide bul-
letin summary), Meteo (speakers that appear at the end for presenting weather
forecast). In [4], information from interaction patterns have been captured by
centrality measures and relative interactions between speakers. In [5], this in-
formation has been captured by representing each speaker with a vector such
that people that interact more with each other are represented by similar vec-



tors. Also the speaker durations have been taken into account. 85% accuracy is
achieved without using any information from text.

For meetings, Zancaro et al. [6] introduced Functional role coding scheme
consisting of five roles for the Task Area and five roles for the Socio-Economic
area. The Task Area consists of roles relating to coordination of tasks the group is
involved in and deployment of technical skills of members in the course of meet-
ing. It includes: Orienter: who orients group by introducing the agenda and keeps
the group focussed and on track Giver: who provides factual information and
answer to questions. Seeker: who requests information Recorder: who manages
the available resources Follower: who merely listens and does not actively partic-
ipate in the interaction. The Socio-Economical Area concerns the relationships
between members. It includes: Attacker: who expresses disapproval Gate-Keeper:
who acts as moderator Protagonist: who takes the floor Supporter: who shows a
cooperative attitude Neutral: who passively accepts the idea of others, serving as
audience in group discussion. It is assumed that at a given time each participant
plays exactly one role in Task Area and one role in Socio-Economic Area. They
modeled role assignment as a multiclass-classification problem and used SVM as
classifier. The speech activity (detection of presence/absence of human speech),
fidgeting activity (repetitive motion such as finger tapping, playing with glasses)
and number of simultaneous speakers during a window are used as features. A
multi-modal annotated corpus based on audio and video recordings of 11 meet-
ings is used for testing and training. The classification results obtained are not
good for real application. However the accuracy increased consistently with the
window size.

Banerjee et al. [7] defined three types of meeting states (Discussion, Pre-
sentation and Briefing) and associated participant roles with each state. Simple
speech based features like number of times there was a change in turn, num-
ber of speakers, number of overlaps and average length of overlaps, amount of
speech spoken by the given speaker, total amount of speech of a given speaker
overlapped with other speakers during a window of meeting time were used as
input features. Decision tree classifier was used for classification. 53% accuracy
is achieved on a corpus consisting of multimodal recording of natural meetings
with 30 minutes of training set and 15 minutes of test set.

3 Corpora and Speaker Roles

We used AMI [8] and ICSI [9] meeting corpora for detecting speaker roles. AMI
meeting corpus is a multi-modal data set of 100 hours of meeting recordings in
English. Speaker roles have been defined for scenario based meeting where the
participants are told, they are joining a design team, whose task over a day
of individual work and group meetings, is to develop a protocol of new remote
control. Each meeting consists of 4 participants with predetermined roles of

1. Project Manager : coordinates the project and guarantees that the project is
carried out within time and budget limits. He runs the meetings, produces
and distributes minutes, and produces a report at the end of the trial



2. Marketing Expert :is responsible for determining user requirements, watching
market trends, and evaluating the prototype.

3. User Interface : is responsible for the technical functions the remote control
provides and the user interface.

4. Industrial Designer : is responsible for designing how the remote control
works.

The participants of the meeting are not experienced according to their roles.
AMI Corpus includes manual transcripts for each speaker as well as many other
annotations like named entities, topic segmentation, dialogue acts, adjacency
pairs etc.

ICSI meeting corpus consists of 75 recorded naturalmeetings i.e. meetings
were not organized only for data collection. Most of the meetings are regularly
scheduled group meetings held at ICSI in Berkeley and belong to one of the five
categories:

1. Bed : participants discuss natural language processing and neural theories
on language

2. Bmr : participants discuss about ICSI Meeting Corpus
3. Bro : participants discuss the methods to compensate for noise, reverbera-

tions and other issues in speech recognition
4. Bns : participants discuss about internet architectures, standards etc.
5. Other : miscellaneous other meetings

The speaker roles have not been defined in the ICSI meeting corpus. Therefore
we chose two meeting types (Bed and Bro) which have similar structure and
defined the following roles for the participants:

1. Advisor: The main supervisor and coordinator in the meetings
2. Student: The students who are working on the projects being discussed in

meetings
3. Staff: The researchers who are working with students and guiding them on

the projects
4. Guest: A person who is very familiar with the projects and is sitting in few

meetings just to give advice or person just sitting in the meeting to learn
about the things being discussed in the meeting.

The roles were assigned by interviewing some of the participants of the meetings.
Manual transcripts are available for each speaker in ICSI corpus. Also many other
annotations like dialogue act tags, topic segmentation etc. are available.

4 Approach

For detecting speaker roles, we use lexical features, dialogue act tags, number
of words, number of speaker turns etc. to capture the information contained
in the content spoken by speakers and social network features to capture the



information contained in the way speakers interact with each other. The fea-
tures extracted from spoken text are described in Section 4.1 and the features
extracted from social networks are described in Section 4.2

For the classification of speakers into different roles, we use a supervised
learning approach. We use Adaboost [2], as our learning algorithm. It is a rule
based algorithm. It takes as input, the samples, that are features associated with
speakers marked with correct roles. From these samples, it learns various weak
hypothesis to form a strong hypothesis. We used a development set to learn the
number of weak rules that should be learned from training set to form the strong
hypothesis.

4.1 Text Features

The words uttered by a person in a meeting are highly correlated to the role
of the person in the meeting. For example, the speaker with the role of User
Interface Designer is expected to talk more about the interface like buttons, the
Marketing Engineer is expected to use more numbers like 75% sales etc. and the
advisor uses phrases like ”anyway” when students disgress from the topic while
talking. To capture this information from text we use word n-gram features.
The word n-grams can be extracted from the words spoken by speaker in one
segment, in one turn or in the complete meeting.

In the work done on broadcast news, speaker segments have been used. How-
ever, the length of speaker segments in broadcast news in much larger than in
the meetings. In meetings, sometimes there are only 2-3 words in a segment, and
that may not be enough to extract useful information. Also, for making social
graphs, all utterances of all speaker should be tagged with a unique id for each
speaker. If this information is present, we can easily group speaker segments or
speaker turns into single, complete utterance. Therefore, we are using all utter-
ances, that is all words spoken by the speaker in one meeting, for extracting word
n-gram features. We refer to this word sequence from each speaker as complete
utterance.

Apart from word n-grams, quantities like the number of dialogue act tags,
number of words and number of speaker turns in the complete utterance and
number of words per speaker turn are also helpful for discriminating among
various roles. For example, the speakers who are ”Students” can have more
speaker turns but less number of words in a turn. The speakers with role of
”Staff” can have fewer turns but more words in a given turn. Thus, we use
following features from the text:

1. Word n-grams
2. Number of words in complete utterance
3. Number of speaker turns in complete utterance
4. Number of words per speaker turn
5. Number of dialogue act tags units of different categories



4.2 Social Network Features

Social Network Analysis is the study of relationships (ties) among social enti-
ties (entities) [10]. It is widely studied and used in the social and behavioral
sciences, economics, marketing and industrial engineering. The professional re-
lationship among the people in the meeting can be easily defined by knowing
the professional roles of people in the meeting and in the same way professional
roles can be estimated by looking at professional relationship among the people
in meeting. Therefore, we use social network analysis for detecting speaker roles.

One way of extracting information from social networks is to visualize a social
network as a graph. The speakers in the event form the nodes in the graph and an
edge exists between two speakers if they interact with each other. For meetings,
these graphs can be constructed by using addressee pair annotations (available
in AMI corpus) or by assuming that the person who speaks after the speaker is
the one who was addressed [4]. The number of interactions between two actors is
assigned as the weight of edge between them Figure 1. The centrality measures
can then be defined that discriminate between different speakers based on the
way they interact with other speakers. This approach has been discussed in detail
in next section.

Fig. 1. Social Network Graph constructed from a meeting in AMI Corpus.

Another way to capture information from social networks is by representing
each actor with a vector such that the people that talk to each other are repre-
sented by similar vectors as is done in [5]. This approach is discussed in detail
in section 4.2.



Centrality Measure By representing social networks as graphs, the impor-
tance of actors can be defined by various centrality measures based on degree,
closeness, betweenness and information [10].

The degree centrality gives importance to the actor that has most ties
with other actors [10]. The centrality is defined as the degree of the node in the
graph. To normalize the effect of the group size, standardization can be done and
centrality of a node is then defined as the proportion of nodes that are adjacent
to a given node. Thus for a graph with graph size, that is the number of nodes,
g, the degree centrality Cd(ni) for a node ni is defined by equation 1:

CD(ni) =
d(ni)
g − 1

(1)

where d(ni) is the degree of node ni, that is the number of arcs coming into or
going out of node ni.

The closeness centrality focuses on how close an actor is to all the other
actors [10]. The idea is that an actor is central if it can quickly connect with
all the other actors. This can be considered as generalization of degree centraliy.
The actors which are not directly connected to a given actor are considered
connected but with a lower weight. This weight is calculated as the inverse
of geodesic distance (length of the shortest path) between two actors. Thus the
closeness centrality for an actor ni in the graph of size g is defined by equation 2.

CC(ni) =




g∑

j=1

d(ni, nj)



−1

(2)

Where d(ni, nj) is the geodesic distance between actors i and j. For normal-
ization, we can simply multiply the centrality defined above by g− 1, so that its
value is between 0 and 1. Thus normalized closeness centrality is defined by the
equation 3.

C
′
C(ni) = (g − 1)Cc(ni) (3)

The betweenness centrality gives impotance to the actors that are im-
portant links between other actors [10]. The actors which are contained in the
shortest path between large number of pair of actors get the highest value of
betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality for a given node ni is calculated
by summing the probability, that a shortest path from actor j to actor k consists
of actor ni, over all pairs j and k. Thus if gjk(ni) is the number of shortest paths
between actor j and actor k containing ni and gjk are total number of shortest
paths between actor j and actor k, betweenness centrality for actor ni is defined
by equation 4.

CB(ni) =
∑

j<k

gjk(ni)/gjk (4)



Like other centrality measures, we can normalize betweeness centrality and
define it as in equation 5:

C
′
B(ni) = CB(ni)/[(g − 1)(g − 2)/2] (5)

While defining betweenness centrality, only the shortest path between the
two nodes were considered. The information centrality considers all the paths
between the two actors and weighs them by the information contained in the
path [10]. The information of a path is simply defined as the inverse of its length.

In meetings, there is no restriction on the actors and any actor can interact
with any other actor. Therefore, we always get a complete social network graph.
The variation is seen only in the amount of interaction between people. Thus,
betweenness and information centrality cannot be used to measure the impor-
tance of actors as all actors directly communicate with each other. Also degree
centrality and closeness centrality become equal to each other and each actor
gets the maximum value of the measure.

To capture the variation in the amount of interaction between people in a
complete graph seen in meetings, we should weigh each edge in such a way that
if actor i interacts more with actor j as compared to the other actors interacting
with actor j, then the edge between i and j gets more weight as compared to
other actor interacting with actor j. This can be done by defining the weight for
an edge going from actor i to actor j as ratio of number of interactions between
actor i and actor j and the total number of interactions which all other actors
have with actor j. Then centrality of actor i can be defined as the sum of weights
of all outgoing edges from actor i as in 7. This centrality measure gives highest
value to the speaker, who interacts significantly with all other speakers. We call
it Outcentrality as we sum the weights of all outgoing edges.

OC(i) =
g∑

j 6=i,j=1

OW (i, j) (6)

OW (i, j) = fracL(i, j)
g∑

k 6=j,k=1

L(k, j) (7)

where OC(i) is the OutCentrality of ith speaker.
L(i, j) is the label of edge from actor i to actor j and is equal to the number

of times actor i spoke to actor j
Similarily we can define Incentrality which gives highest value to the person

with whom other speakers interact significantly. For incentrality we define weight
of an edge from actor j to actor i such that if actor j interacts more with actor i
as compared to the other actors with which actor j interacts, the edge between j
and i gets more weight as compared to other actors with which actor j interacts.
This can be done by defining the weight for an edge going from actor j to actor
i as ratio of number of interactions between actor j and actor i and the total
number of interaction which actor j has with all the actors 9. The Incentrality



of an actor i can then be defined as sum of the weights of all incoming edges to
actor i.

IC(i) =
g∑

j 6=i,j=1

IW (i, j) (8)

IW (i, j) = fracL(j, i)
g∑

k 6=j,k=1

L(j, k) (9)

where IC(i) is the InCentrality of ith speaker
To make the measures independent of group size we normaize their value as

done for degree centrality. Thus centrality measures to capture the information
in interactions in the meetings are defined as 11

OC
′
(i) = OC(i)/g − 1 (10)

IC
′
(i) = IC(i)/g − 1 (11)

The incentrality values are almost similar to outcentrality values when we
calculate them with the assumption that the person who spoke after the speaker
was addressed. This is because while conversation many speaker turns are ex-
changed between two speakers. So, the number of times person speaks to a given
speaker and the number of times a given speaker speaks to that person is almost
the same. However, the incentrality and outcentrality values are different when
calculated using adjacency pair annotation because adjaceny pair annotations
in AMI have been computed on dialogue acts.

The outcentrality and incentrality measures for a speaker with given role can
vary to a large extent depending on the activeness of other speakers. However the
ranking between speakers will still be maintained. Therefore we also rank the
speakers based on their InCentrality and OutCentralilty values and use these
ranks as a feature along with centrality values. The ranking is more complex
when number of speakers in a meeting is different for different meetings. In this
case the meetings which have many speakers will give very high ranks to even
those speakers that do not have a high centrality. Rank normalization is required
in this case. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.

In summary, we use four features from social network for classification:

1. Out Centrality
2. In Centrality
3. Out Centrality Rank
4. Out Centrality Rank

The InCentrality and Out Centrality measures capture the distribution of
the speaker turns for a given speaker. The two speaker may have same number
of speaker turns but their InCentrality and OutCentrality values will be different



if one speaker was actively talking to all the people in the meeting and other
speaker was actively talking to only few people.

Figures 2 and 3 show the Outcentrality ranks per speaker role categories for
ICSI and AMI meetings, respectively. We can see that these measures are really
discriminating different roles from these plots. In case of ICSI meetings (Fig-
ure 2), it can be observed that Advisor almost always has the highest centrality
while the students get lower centrality values. Similarly for AMI meetings, the
role of Project Manager almost always gets the highest centrality.

Fig. 2. The plot of Speakers in the ICSI meetings vs their out centrality value. Each
line represents one meeting. The stars on the line are colored according to roles of the
speakers. The speakers that participate in the same meeting are connected by a line.

Vector Representation Another way to capture information from Social Net-
works is representing each actor with a vector such that the people that talk to
each other are represented by similar vectors as is done in [5].

First, the audio recording of the meeting is segmented into single speaker
segments using speaker clustering. Then the whole recording is divided into
uniform non-overlapping windows called events. After this, each speaker ai is
represented by a vector xi such that jth component of the vetor accounts for
the participation of speaker ai in the jth event. This representation is expected
to capture relationships between speakers because it exploits proximity in time.
People that interact more with each other tend to talk during the same windows
and are represented by similar vectors. After defining these vectors, the problem
of assigning roles to all speakers is reduced to the problem of maximizing the
a-posteriori probability of a role sequence given the vectors for all the actors. For



Fig. 3. The plot of Speakers in the AMI meetings vs their out centrality value. Each
yellow line represents one meeting. The dots on the line are colored according to roles
of the speakers.

maximizing the a-posteriori probability, the log likelihood values are calculated
for each role. These log-likelihood values can be used as features in place of
centrality measures for detecting speaker roles.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Data and Evaluation Metric

As described before, we use AMI and ICSI corpus for identifying speaker roles.
AMI corpus has 138 meetings with four speakers in each meeting. Since we used
complete utterance as text, each meeting provided four samples. We did 138-fold
cross validation i.e. for each round we put 1 meeting in test set, 20 meetings in
development set and 117 meetings in training set.

The addressee pair annotations are available in AMI Corpus. Therefore SNA
measures are calculated in three ways for AMI Corpus.

1. SNA1: Centrality measures calcualted from the graph constructed using ad-
dressee pair annotations

2. SNA2 : Centrality measures calcualted from the graph constructed by as-
suming that the person who spoke after the speaker was addressed

3. SNA3 : the log likelihood values calculated by Vinciarelli et al using Vector
Rrepresentation method



From text, we used word tri-grams from complete utterance. Since AMI meet-
ings are not natural meetings, there were explicit speaker introductions present
in the text which were helping in the speaker role detection. Therefore, we also
did experiments by removing those speaker introductions from text. (Speaker
introductions were removed by using topic annotations of AMI corpus. All the
text which belonged to the topic Introduction was removed).

We used both manual transcription and ASR text for the experiments. Speaker
introductions were removed from manual transcriptions only.Among other fea-
tures, we used number of words, number of speaker turns and number of words
in one speaker turn.

The ICSI corpus has 38(15+23) Bed and Bro meetings with varying number
of speakers. As we are taking one complete utterance of speaker in a meeting as
a feature, one speaker in one meeting provides one sample. There are 2 speak-
ers which give 33 samples for the role of Advisor, 10 speakers which give 103
samples for the role of Student,5 Speakers which give 75 samples for the role of
Staff and 9 speakers which give 17 samples for the role of Guest. Unlike AMI
Corpus, in ICSI corpus, same speaker is present in many meetings. If we ran-
domly put some samples in test set and the rest in development and training set,
there is a possibility that Adaboost learns speaker characteristics instead of role
characteristics.Therefore to avoid speaker recognition, we put all the samples
of one speaker in test set and distribute the remaining samples in development
and training set. Since there are 27 speakers, we do 27 fold cross validation.
Since addressee pair annotations are not available in ICSI, SNA measures are
calculated in two ways:

1. SNA1 : Centrality measures calcualted from the graph constructed by as-
suming that the person who spoke after the speaker was addressed

2. SNA2 : the log likelihood values calculated by Vinciarelli et al using Vector
Rrepresentation method

The number of speakers in the meetings is varying. This may lead to very high
ranks for the same role in the meetings with large number of speakers and low
rank in the meeting with small number of speakers. This lowers the performance
as Adaboost won’t be able to learn any general rule based on ranks. Therefore
we normalized the ranks for a given meeting. We used the following ways for
rank normalization:

1. Rank Method1: Give rank 2 to the one with highest centrality, 0 to the one
with lowest centrality and 1 to the rest

2. Rank Method2: Cluster the speakers into 3 clusters based on their centrality
and give cluster number as rank.

3. Rank Method3: Give rank 0 to 1/3 of the speakers with low centrality value,
rank 2 to 1/3 of the speakers with high centrality value and rank 1 to re-
maining 1/3.

4. Rank Method3: Divide the ranks with number of speakers so that they are
between 0 and 1



For text, we used word tri-grams from complete utterance. Since ICSI meetings
are natural meetings, we did not remove explicit speaker introductions. We used
both manual transcription and ASR text for the experiments. Among other
features we used number of words, number of speaker turns, number of words in
one speaker turns and number of dialogue acts

We use error rate as our performance metric. Error rate can be defined as

Error Rate =
Number of Samples Wrongly Classified

Total Samples
(12)

We weight the error rate of each validation by the number of samples in the
test set and then compute the final error rate by taking the weighted mean of
error rates from each validation.

The error rate with different features for AMI Corpus are shown in Table
1 and for ICSI Corpus are shown in Table 2. The values in the table are the
error rates when the features mentioned in the corresponding row and column
are used for learning the classification rules.

The chance error (calculated by giving the majority role to all samples) for
AMI Corpus is 0.75 and for ICSI Corpus is 0.55.

5.2 Results Discussion

From the results on AMI Corpus we can observe that

1. Both text features and social network analysis features help in identifying
speaker roles i.e. when only text features are used or only SNA features
are used, the error is lower than the chance error. The best performance is
achieved with the combination of both.

2. When the text is used without removing speaker introduction, error rate is
very low and adding additional features with text increase the error rate
sometimes. However when ASR text or the manually transcribed text from
which speaker introductions have been removed, is used, the social network
features always improve the error rate.

3. 138-fold cross validation gives better results than 7-fold cross validation as
in case of 138-fold cross validation, more data is available for training.

From the results of ICSI corpus, we can observe that

1. When we use only text or only social network features, the error is sometimes
higher than the chance error. The reasons for this can be :
– The amount is data is not sufficient
– The number of roles in the data is skewed. For example there are a

large numbers of student samples but only small number of guest and
advisor samples. Thus models for guest and advisor roles are not learned
properly.



– There are only 2 speakers which have the role of advisor. When we put
the samples of one speaker in the test set, in the training set samples
from only one speaker with the role of Advisor are left. From samples
of only one speaker, the model learned for the role of advisor is not
adequate as it captures the characteristics of the speaker instead of the
Advisor.

2. The combination of text and Social network features significantly improves
the result. Also other features like number of dialogue acts are helpful.

3. There is not much difference in the error rate of ASR text and manual
transcriptions. The reason for this is not clear but one possible reason may
be that in ASR text, some text is not detected and is rejected. This might
be helpful as it retains only some keywords of the text which are useful for
speaker role detection.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We can conclude that both textual and SNA features are helpful in speaker role
detection and their combination gives the best result. The ranking based on
centrality values is very helpful in speaker role detection. Rank normalization is
necessary for the meetings with varying number of speakers. In future,

1. We can filter the utterance of speakers so that only some keywords goes as
input. For example, we can remove very frequently occurring words from the
text. We can identify named entities in the text.

2. We can also introduce more centrality measures. For example the centrality
measure based on out degree with degree calculated from weight of outgoing
edges.

3. We can use ranking for other measures like number of words and number of
Speaker Turns as well.

4. More meetings can be introduced from ICSI corpus by defining the roles for
speakers in them.

5. The meetings where role of the speakers vary within the meeting need to be
taken into account.

6. We can also look at other classification methods.
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7 Appendix: Result Tables

- Text Text Without Speaker Introduction ASR Text

- 0.23 0.39 0.38

SNA 1 0.59 0.23 0.26 0.34

SNA 2 0.62 0.23 0.27 0.36

SNA 3 0.63 0.22 0.30 0.37

Other features 1 0.70 0.26 0.26 0.37

Other features 2 0.77 0.23 0.27 0.35

SNA 1 + Other features 1 0.58 0.23 0.28 0.38

SNA 1 + Other features 2 0.61 0.23 0.28 0.34

SNA 2 + Other features 1 0.59 0.23 0.28 0.37

SNA 2 + Other features 2 0.62 0.23 0.27 0.38

SNA 3 + Other features 1 0.63 0.22 0.27 0.36

SNA 3 + Other features 2 0.64 0.21 0.28 0.36
Table 1. Error rate of speaker role detection with various features for AMI Corpus.
Each value in the box represents the error rate when the features mentioned in corre-
sponding row and coloumn are used to detect the speaker roles. SNA 1 : Calculated
from Adjaceny Pairs, SNA 2 : Calculated by assuming that person who speaks after
the speaker was addressed, SNA 3 : Log likelihood values given by Alessandro et al
used as features,Other features 1 : no. of words, no. of Speaker Turns, Other features
2 : no. of words / no. of Speaker Turns



- Text ASR Text

- 0.60 0.59

SNA Rank1 0.46 0.53 0.55

SNA Rank2 0.45 0.54 0.54

SNA Rank3 0.46 0.54 0.57

SNA Rank4 0.44 0.51 0.58

Other features 1 0.64 0.52 0.58

Other features 2 0.82 0.49 0.61

Other features 3 0.62 0.51 0.55

Other features 4 0.65 0.50 0.61

Other features 5 0.66 0.53 0.53

Other features 6 0.75 0.51 0.60

Other features 7 0.53 0.52 0.58

SNA Rank1 + Other features 1 0.58 0.52 0.54

SNA Rank1 + Other features 2 0.43 0.52 0.53

SNA Rank1 + Other features 3 0.51 0.50 0.50

SNA Rank1 + Other features 4 0.64 0.54 0.59

SNA Rank1 + Other features 5 0.50 0.50 0.52

SNA Rank1 + Other features 6 0.61 0.52 0.55

SNA Rank1 + Other features 7 0.51 0.48 0.52

SNA Rank2 + Other features 1 0.57 0.53 0.58

SNA Rank1 + Other features 2 0.51 0.55 0.56

SNA Rank2 + Other features 3 0.53 0.46 0.57

SNA Rank2 + Other features 4 0.62 0.53 0.57

SNA Rank2 + Other features 5 0.54 0.50 0.57

SNA Rank2 + Other features 6 0.61 0.53 0.57

SNA Rank2 + Other features 7 0.50 0.53 0.51

SNA Rank3 + Other features 1 0.59 0.46 0.58

SNA Rank3 + Other features 2 0.49 0.52 0.50

SNA Rank3 + Other features 3 0.47 0.51 0.51

SNA Rank3 + Other features 4 0.59 0.54 0.55

SNA Rank3 + Other features 5 0.52 0.47 0.53

SNA Rank3 + Other features 6 0.62 0.51 0.57

SNA Rank3 + Other features 7 0.50 0.50 0.50

SNA Rank4 + Other features 1 0.56 0.51 0.52

SNA Rank4 + Other features 2 0.54 0.49 0.53

SNA Rank4 + Other features 3 0.53 0.49 0.52

SNA Rank4 + Other features 4 0.60 0.50 0.59

SNA Rank4 + Other features 5 0.54 0.49 0.57

SNA Rank4 + Other features 6 0.64 0.54 0.59

SNA Rank4 + Other features 7 0.49 0.47 0.50
Table 2. Error rate of speaker role detection with various features for ICSI Corpus.
Each value in the box represents the error rate when the features mentioned in cor-
responding row and coloumn are used to detect the speaker roles. SNA is done by
assuming that person who speaks after the speaker was addressed. SNA Rank1 : Rank
0 to lowest , Rank 2 to highest, Rank 1 to rest, SNA Rank2 : Ranks given by cluster-
ing , SNA Rank3: Ranks given by normalization (0 to 1), SNA Rank4: Ranks given
by thresholding, Other features 1: no. of words, no. of Speaker Turns, Other features
2: no. of words/ no. of Speaker Turns, Other features 3: no. of Dialogue Acts, Other
features 4: no. of Refined Dialogue Acts, Other features 5: no. of Dialogue Acts / no. of
Dialogue Acts in Complete Meeting, Other features 6: no. of Refined Dialogue Acts /
no. of Dialogue Acts of one person, Other features 7: percentage of words, percentage
of Speaker Turns
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